January 6, 2011

BEATRICE CARDONA
WEN TANG

BARBARA VANDEN BORRE

Re: Release: 1964
Service Requests: 83195, 83205
Programs: None
Copy Members: None
Include Members: None
DDL Members: None
Bind Members: None
CICS Maps: None
CICS Help: None
Forms: None
Table Updates: Benefits Rates Table
Urgency: Urgent (see Timing of Installation below)

This release addresses the following Service Request(s):

Service Request 83195

Service Request 83195 requests that the Benefits Rates Table be updated to increase the monthly caps for UPTE dues/agency fees and charity fees. The RX (Research Support Professionals) and TX (Technical) units will be increased from $45 to $50 while the HX (Healthcare Professionals) unit will be increased from $50 to $55.

Service Request 83205

Service Request 83205 requests that the Benefits Rates Table be updated to increase the monthly caps for AFSCME dues/agency fees and charities fees. The EX (Patient Care Technical), SX (Service), and K7 Skilled Crafts-Santa Cruz) units will be increased from $58.76 to $61.74

In order to fulfill Service Requests 83195, and 83205, CTL update transactions are available on the Payroll FTP site. Locations will use these transactions to update the Benefits Rates Table (control table 14).

Table Updates

Benefits Rates Table

SR83195 has provided the Benefits Rates Table transactions to update the monthly caps for the members of UPTE bargaining units. Locations will use these transactions to update the Benefits Rates Table. The transactions are in PAYDIST.R1964.CARDLIB (BRTPROD1)

SR83205 has provided the Benefits Rates Table transactions to update Benefits Rates changes for the AFSCME bargaining units. Locations will use these transactions to update the Benefits Rates Table. The transactions are in PAYDIST.R1964.CARDLIB (BRTPROD2) for all campuses other than Santa Cruz. The one with K7 transactions are for Santa Cruz only which is in PAYDIST.R1964.CARDLIB (BRTPROD3).
Installation Instructions

Execute PPP004 to update the following CTL table with release transactions.

Benefits Rates Table (control table 14):

- All campuses use the transactions in CARDLIB (BRTPROD1).
- All campuses other than Santa Cruz use the transactions in CARDLIB (BRTPROD2).
- Santa Cruz only, use the transactions in CARDLIB (BRTPROD3).

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is Urgent. The supplied Benefits Rates Table update transactions must be applied to the control tables after the final compute for December 2010 earnings but prior to the first compute effective for January 2011 earnings (i.e. January 8, 2011 BW pay cycle which computes on or about January 12, 2011).

As always, these updates should be applied to production data only as approved by your campus Payroll Manager.

Functional questions regarding the UPTE units cap changes should be addressed to Shaun Ruiz Shaun.Ruiz@ucop.edu of Payroll Coordination. Shaun may be reached by telephone at (510) 987-0909.

Functional questions regarding the AFSCME units cap changes should be addressed to Marcia Johnson Marcia.Johnson@ucop.edu of Payroll Coordination and Tax Services. Marcia may be reached by telephone at (510) 987-0944.

For technical questions, please send electronic mail to Pamela.Torres@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0741.

Pamela L. Torres